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Prove DORA operational resilience requirements 
with our CyberVR software and Thin Digital Twin technology

Read our
White Paper

Improvisation is not a strategy for cyber resilience
Cyber threats are getting more sophisticated, and it is more important than ever to make proven resilience a core part of your business. Our Thin Digital Twin technology helps you detect, remediate, and validate vulnerabilities continuously in a safe copy of your production systems without any risks.

Make digital operational resilience part of your plan.

Request DemoLearn more about our Thin Digital Twin technology.
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Technology partners that count on us
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See More

Why our work matters to you

[image: ]Refine, solidify, and validate your business processes with seamless team integration.

Addressing root causes that introduce vulnerabilities is the only sustainable prevention mechanism for proving digital operational resilience.


[image: ]Prioritize cyber work by understanding the business impact of exploitable vulnerabilities.
Finding which specific system vulnerabilities are exploitable and what their impacts will be is the only way to sharpen your resilience measures.


[image: ]Deploy and test cyber remediations for efficacy and safety before going live.

Worrying about downtime from cyber security remediations delays much-needed actions, which exacerbates preventable risks.





Our software is built for a holistic, multidisciplinary approach that can
achieve digital operational resilience.

[image: ]Safe, live-fire testing
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Our software creates high fidelity duplicates of entire production systems instantly in a way that does not affect your storage capacity. That means data, compute, network, and applications. You can access your entire production system in a safe place to experiment endless what-if scenarios at scale and then apply workflows that continually enhance operational resilience.


[image: ]Built for interdisciplinary teams
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We generate a thin digital twin, which allows for active operation of a working copy to see all the stresses that might impact your organization, but instrumented for multiple teams beyond just your IT department. Finding root causes of existing and potential issues requires building trust and cooperation among all your teams, and this encourages more perspectives and scenarios.


[image: ]Proven and predictable recovery
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CyberVR includes an “Application Recoverability Report” that indicates the recovery points (RPOs) available as a group for the configured storage protection policies.
The software also predicts the time it will take to recover functional workloads of a specific environment (RTO Prediction) to the desired point in time.
The workloads are recovered to an isolated network that can later be promoted to production and include supporting data, compute, network, and applications.



[image: ]No more black boxes
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You can see all the steps being taken, and all the steps you should take next–to ensure that the shift from hope to evidence is more achievable than ever. Test across multiple threat scenarios,  timeframes, and systems at once and track what occurs in each.
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Solving the Agility vs. Resilience Dilemma
with Thin Digital Twins
It is now possible to predict and fix the side effects of software configuration changes without impacting production. Learn more through Greg Van Der Gaast's industry expert guest blog series "What We Call Security".

Download Blog Collection





Our process matters

[image: ]Analyze
Run exercises in a replica of your production systems to see exploitable risks.

[image: ]Prioritize
Understand and prioritize threats and see consequences of inaction in business terms.

[image: ]Remediate
Accelerate remediations without fear of causing down time or unintended consequences.

[image: ]Validate
Continuously ensure that the remediations are addressing the vulnerabilities and that controls are properly configured.




Industry Testimonials

“CyberVR not only allows the bank to recover data seamlessly but also provides the framework for us, to validate our system hardening and resiliency against an ever-changing threat landscape, with zero impact to production–stellar support and are a pleasure to work with.”
Thomas Foresta, SVP/CIO
Randolph Bancorp


“In Healthcare most applications are siloed, so any change or modification can result in application failures and performance issues. CyberVR allowed us to test our environment in ways we never thought we could, across patching and application upgrade processes, and feel confident that when we do these in production we'll be successful.”
Dale Galacchi, IT Manager
The Bone and Joint Center


“Partners like VM2020 really are our heroes. Every day, they help our joint customers tame IT monsters like cyber vulnerability, enabling customers from to transform their IT while protecting and evolving their business.”
Paul Hunter, Managing Director
HPE North America














In the news
December 27, 2021
CyberVR Version 3.1 Release
[image: ]
CyberVR 3.1 release: simplified deployment for Enterprise and Federal organizations
CyberVR has always been enterprise-ready, now even more so through granular role based access for multi-disciplinary teams. Administrators can now integrate CyberVR with LDAP to easily map CyberVR roles and objects to LDAP users.




November 21, 2021
VM2020 expands CyberVR’s support of enterprise workloads running on Hitachi Vantara advanced storage platforms
[image: ]
Hitachi Vantara is one of the best recognized storage systems for enterprise accounts, and now VM2020 can add even more value across a variety of new use-cases. As customers look to expand their storage system capabilities beyond disaster recovery to include cyber resilience, CyberVR’s integration with HItachi Vantara’s Ops Center Protector allows them to use the same security, technology, and validation across important new risk and change management scenarios.




October 27, 2021
VM2020 now providing early-access support for CyberVR on Google Cloud VMware and Netapp CVO
[image: ]
VM2020’s flagship CyberVR product has formally entered the public and hybrid cloud space with new integrations with Google Cloud VMware Engine (GCVE) and Netapp Cloud Volumes ONTAP (CVO). The combination of technologies creates powerful new use cases in cyber resilience and change management, leveraging CyberVR’s instrumented thin digital twins. We are looking forward to working with our cloud partners and customers in accelerating adoption and consumption of cloud resources in ways that deliver great operational agility without impacting resilience.




August 16, 2021
CyberVR Version 2.9 Release
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More workloads across a variety of new platforms greatly expand CyberVR’s customer reach
CyberVR is now easier to deploy by more teams in more contexts, from networking to advanced storage APIs to public and hybrid clouds. 
 
New platforms supported:
·        VMware NSX-T 
·        NetApp ONTAP 
·        Hitachi OpsCenter Protector
·        Google Cloud VMware Engine with NetApp Cloud Volumes ONTAP (CVO) as datastores





July 1, 2021
Automated and continuous penetration testing now integrated into CyberVR’s thin digital twins
[image: ]
Thanks to our ongoing collaboration and resale relationship with Pentera, their industry-leading automated pen-testing capabilities will now be able to run at high frequency and at full force on CyberVR’s thin digital twins. With this new capability, we can more easily resolve client concerns of impacting live production systems or getting approvals to test on them at all.




April 21, 2021
VM2020 awarded US patent for CyberVR’s core technology
[image: ]
The unique and innovative intellectual property that underlies all of our CyberVR work has formally been recognized by the United States Patent and Trademark Office for its differentiation and importance. Our patent underscores VM2020’s ability to “connect the dots” in very unique ways leveraging decades of multi-disciplinary problem-solving experience. We look forward to further evolving our intellectual property with the help of our employees, customers, and partners.




November 9, 2020
CyberVR now available as-a-service through HPE Pointnext
[image: ]
VM2020’s flagship CyberVR software can now be sold and delivered as a service by HPE’s Pointnext professional services division. We look forward to extending our global reach with this development, and we’ve already secured several deals that confirm the value of this addition to our customers.








Make the shift today towards proven cyber resilience
If you’re ready to prove the impact your cyber initiatives are having in a business context through evidence-based solutions, we’re ready show you.

Request Demo
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Newsletter
Sign up for the weekly newsletter. Get the latest updates on our current and upcoming products.
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Please fill in the information below to receive the Blog Collection:

Book Format: Kindle Edition

Paperback


You need to choose a book format before submitting
First name*

Last name*

Company Name*
Business email*
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Thank you. Here is the download link
Greg's Blog Collection

Oops! Something went wrong. Please fill in the required fields and try again.
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